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A: You can use this free download link to download your version Russia, North Korea hold UN-mediated talks over Korean Peninsula The United Nations’ special envoy for the six-party
talks on the North Korean nuclear programme returned to New York on Wednesday, in advance of further talks in Beijing next week. Jeffrey Feltman and Kim In-ryong, the two most

senior diplomats who have held talks with both parties in the eight-year impasse over their nuclear dispute, came back to New York from Moscow with no details of the discussions. The
US, China, Japan, South Korea and North Korea were working to finalise arrangements for a summit between the North’s leader, Kim Jong-un, and the US president, Barack Obama. The
trip was confirmed by the US state department, which said “there is no schedule and no agenda” for the two sides to meet, adding: “If they would like to meet, the US will facilitate it”.
The talks are taking place as Pyongyang faces what it calls an “extremely grave” situation and this week had to deny an accusation that it was about to launch a fourth nuclear test. US
state department spokeswoman Marie Harf, speaking to reporters in Washington, said: “North Korea has not been able to show that it will create conditions for denuclearisation on the

Korean peninsula and it has not complied with its past commitments, so right now this is a very much a work in progress.” These suggestions were met with consternation in Pyongyang,
according to a report by the Associated Press. “This is a meaningless suggestion which essentially says to make the situation worst,” said a North Korean official, who requested

anonymity because of the sensitivity of the issue. “It will be up to the US whether they can face the result if they make such an assumption.” North Korea announced that the nuclear
standoff would be “resolved” if the US and its “puppet” South Korea were to solve a diplomatic “entanglement” with what it called hostile forces. The South Korean president, Park Geun-

hye, announced in a speech on Tuesday that a high-level security forum meeting would be held in September. The officials said the agreements would not 6d1f23a050
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